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RESUME

After a detailed study of the arthalamkaras, we can now
review the treatment of arthalamkaras in Rasagahgadhara.

Jag an hatha has defined poetry as 1 word conveying
charming sense'.

He has also said that the charm in the sense arises

only when there is a connection with the suggested sense,

The alamkar&s

embellish the suggested sense, which thus is the essence of poetry and
which consists of rasa, vastu and alamkara,

The alamkara should be

the result of poetic imagination and should be the cause of delight of
the appreciative readers.
should be flawless.
cam&tkrti.

The alamkara should always be beautiful and

The function of alamkara is to give rise to

Camatkrti is defined as a peculiar delight which is

experienced by the Sahruayas or appreciative readers in their hearts.
An alamkara may also beautify an alamkara.
can els© embellish.

Even a suggested alamkara

Contradiction lies, not between vyarigyatva and

alamkaratva but between pradhanavyahgyatva and alamkaratva.
alamkara is relative.

The word

It presupposes an alamklrya, which naturally,

is principal, and to which it is subordinate.

When an alamkara is

principally suggested, it ceases to be an alamkara, becomes alamkarya
and is called alamkaradhvani.
are instances of Uttsma Kavya.

Figures like Samasokti or Aprastutprasam
Figures like Rupaka or Dipaka are
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instances of Kadhyama kavya.

Instances ©f sabdalamkitras where the
aAJt,
strikingness of sense is subordinate to that of words
Adhama kavya.
The instances where zh<s strikingness arises only from figures of words,
and where the strik.ir.gness arising from sense is absent, do not deserve
to be called kavya.

Though the function ©f alamkara is to embellish

the kavya, the alamkaras do not form the essence ©f kavya.

The

function of alamkara is only to embellish the suggested sense, which
is the soul of kavya.

Jagannatha's concept of alamkaras shows that he fully
accepts the dhvani theory propounded by the Dhvanikara.

The

classification of kavya and the classification of arthalaiakaras int©
Uttaona and Kadhyama poetry is based on the position of the suggested
sense.

Ja.ganni.tha however does not follow the Dhvanikara blindly and

questions sometimes the esteemed authority ©f the Dhvanikara,
S’abdasaktimuladhvani is a variety of dhvsni according to the Dhvanikara.
Jaganriitha examines

- Vabdasaktimuladhvani and arrives at the conclusion

that it should be treated as a variety of gunibhutavyangya.

Though a profound scholar in Kavya-nySya, Kimamsa, and
Vyakaranst, he holds that Alamkarasastra has its own province, and
Alamkarikas are free to have their own views.

Though sadrsya is not

different from the coBimon property according to the Naiyayikas, Jagannatha
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number ©f alamkaras,

H®; for example(believes that Tulyayogita and

Dipaka may be treated as varieties of on® figure and that Tyaghata
may be included into Yyatireka and that the third variety of Tis^sa is
not distinct from the figure Nidarssna,

But he treats Tulyayogita

and Dipaka as separate alamkaras, and admits the third variety of Yisesa,
He thus generally prefers to follow the tradition.

His respect for

the ancients is the reason for this attitude.

Jagannatha's treatment of alamkaras is systematic.
His definitions of alamkaras are perfect and he carefully sees that the
definitions are neither too narrow nor too broad.

He explains the

significance of each and every word of the definition in Yitti,
Precision and clarity are the remarkable characteristics of his style.
His insistence on perfection sometimes drags him to hair-splitting details
and discussions.

He demands perfection from others and takes eminent
fX.

writers like Kammata, Ruyyaka, Jayarath, S'obhakara, Yidyanatha and
Appayya to task for their lack of precision.

He does not spare even the

Dhvanikara,

He h:u: introduced sabdabodha in the treatment of some
important alamkaras.

Thus the sabdabodha in the treatment of figures

like Up aria, Rupaka, Parinama and Utprakssi vary ele&riy brings ©ut the

-
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subtle distinctions and shades of difference in the various subdivisions
and expressions of an alamkara.

As all the illustrations in the

Rasagarigadhars. come from his own pen,

they have the advantage of being

very exact, transparent, and apt,

ihe style of the Rasagarigadhra frightens at first the
student with the use of highly technical words of Nyaya and Mimaiasa but once one
gets accustomed to it, the Rasagahgadhara impresses by its clarity,
precision, logical acumen, originality, and depth of thinking,

ihe work

reveals not only Jagannatha's mastery over Ik.yaya, Miaaasa and Yyakaraaa,
4L

but it also shows him as an able controversilist, who maintains his own
view* and refutes the views of his opponents, sometimes putting them on
the herns of a dilema, sometimes showing themlogically absurd,

ihe

A

interpretation of verses cited by others for illustration also shows
his taste for the good and the beautiful,

Jagani^tia does not seerc to attach importance te the
principles adopted for classifying the figures.

He, like most of his

predecessors, accepts the classification given by Auyyaka.
Ruyyaka in assigning order to the figures also.

He follows

-hiyyaka systematically

lays down the principles adopted by him in classifying the figures and
in assigning order to the figures,
at only three places.

Jagannatha mentions the principles

Either he does not attach importance to the

-
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principles or he thinks that they are too obvious.
of arthalamkaras is significant,

The classification

Jag&nriatha1s treatment of alamkaras

can be said to be imperfect so far as this important point is concerned.
Another defect may also be noted.

Jagannatha, ®n the ©ne hand^ shows

a tendency to reduce the number ©f alamkaras, and introduces new
alarakar&s on the other hand.

The logician in Jaganhi.tha cannot help

this contradiction, which, as is already seen, arises because of the
failure t© recognize the subjective aspect of pratibha.

However intelligent, a writer cannot but be influenced
by his predecessors.
Dhvanikara,

Jagannatha is influcenced by the views of the

f
_
Mammata, Ruyyaka, Sobh&kara,
Jayaratha and even Appayya,

A study of the treatment of arthalamkaras will be incomplete
without a note ©a tw© controversies.
«

The participants of the first

«

controversy are Ruyyaka, Sobhakara, and Jayaratha.
f

Ruyyaka’s views

_

are controverted by Sobhakara.

Jayaratha, defends Ruyyaka*

Besides

t

defending Ruyyaka, Jayaratha also criticizes Sobhakara for some new.
alamkaras introduced by him.

Jagannatha examines the views of all

the three with an unbiassed mind, draws the essence of the controversy
and forms his own opinions.

-
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The participants ©f trie second controversy are Appayya, Jagannatha
and Nagesa,

Appayya*s definition and illustrations ©f alamkaras and

views are criticized by Jagannatha,

Though Jagannatha is justified

at many places, he is unfair and unjust to Appayya and unnecessarily criticizes
him sometimes,

Se doss Nagesa, the commentator on Rasagangadhara,

He defends Appayya.

Instead of interpreting the Rasagangadhara, Mages'a

is mere interested in defending Appayya and in criticizing Jagannatha.
A

Nagesa*s criticisms of the views of Jagannatha are mostly biassed and
prejudiced like Jaganriatha*s criticism of the views of Appayya.

/
—
...
Sobhakara
is referred to as Ratnakara
in Rasagangadhara

which shows that Jagannatha calls the author by the name of the work.
The views and definitions mentioned in Rasagangadhara as held by
Ratnakara are found in Alaiukararatm&kara, written by Sobhakara.

The

Alamk’araratnfkara is an important work and n®3ds the attention of scholars.

The sentences cu©ted by Jagannatha(in his criticism of
Amanvaya) frera Alamkaras^arvasva are found, net in Alamkarasarva
but in Yimarsini.

.sa,

It can be inferred that Jagannatha possessed a

corrupt text of the Alamkarasarvasva, where the scribe must have mixed
the remarks in the commentary with the text of Ruyyaka.
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Jagannatha's concept of alamkaras brings out two things,
H* has said that Pratibha should bo the cause of ’the alarakaras,
Pratibha is generally under-stood as the poetic imagination.

(/'

Again,

it is very often insisted that <an alarakara should be charming, and
that it becomes charming only when it delights the hearts of the
appreciative readers.

When thus, the cause and the effects of

alarakara are taken into account, we can say that Jagaunacha means that
the imagination ©f the peetj whenT communicated t© the readers, should
give them delight.

in fact, the poet communicates his emotions and

ideas to the readers through his poetry, and the communication brings
The poet as well as the reader has his own place and

delight.

v\

importance in poetry.

Aristotle says in his Rhetoric (l,3) •. For a

speech is composed of three things: the speaker, the subject on which
he speaks and the audience he is adressing,"
poetry also,

fhe same is true of

Sanskrit poetics, however, generally concentrates on

the form of poetry.

fhe theories of alarakara, riti, and dhvani take

into consideration only the formal aspect of poetry.

fhe importance of

the appreciative reader is fully recognized by the ancients,
paranirvrti is the chief aim of poetry.
Sahkuka,

Sadyah

Writers liko Lollataj

Bhatta Nayaka and Abhinav&gupta have ©fferred analytical

explanations of the delight experienced by the reader or the spectator.
The poet, however, is generally neglected in Sanskrit Poetics,

Kuntaka

and Ruyyaka have brought out the importance of the poet, when they have

said that alamkaras should be the result of poetic imagination.
accepting kavipratibha as the cause of alamkaras,
the importance ©f the peet.
importance ©f the

By

Jagannatha accepts

His definition of caiaatkrti brings out the

appreciative reader.

Both the poet and the reader

have their places in Jagannatha1s concept ©f alaiskaras, which, therefore
is free from the defect of ignoring the peet.
is t© delight.

The function ©f poetry

Imagination - an important factor in poetry - is

bountiful only when it delights the s&hrdayas.

This is quite consistent

with the other function, namely embellishing the suggested sense.

Jagannatha1s concept of alamkaras, again ;Weightens the
value of imaginative poetry.

Figures like Saijiasokti ©r Aprastuta-

prasamsa were considered as instances of Madhyama kavya.

They are

beautiful instances of Allegory, Personification etc., and the suggested
sense, though subordinate, is the source of charra in these instances.
Jagannatha, with his keen eye for the beautiful^ recognized them as
instances ef Uttama kavya and improves upon the traditional classificati©n
Similarly, the Arthacitra kavya is raised to the level ©f Madhyama kavya.
Jagannatha's classification recognizes the beauty and importance of
imaginative poetry.

Tradition says that Sanskrit kavya had its origin in the
sorrow ©f Y&lmiki.

Tairaiki saw one ©f the fepaunca birds pierced by ;■ ,

arrow, and his sorrow took the form ®f a verse.

The tradition shows

-

^poetry springs from emotion.
requires beautiful form- also.
technique.
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But, ever and above emotion and ideas, poetry
Poetry, then, involves artifice and

As poetry is an art, the ancient Sanskrit critics were right

when they emphasized the beauty of form in poetry.

But this does not

le ssen the importance of emotions.

Language is the dress of thought.
form the more Impressive the thought.

The more beautiful the

The language of poetry is

different from the language of everyday life.

In this connection,

Gleanth Brooks says:" the word is strictly speaking a metaphor."
Figurative language is the poet's endeavour to give an artistic shape
to his emotions.

Instead ©f describing the emotions directly, the poet

may convey them through images ©r

alamkaras.

The alamkaras have

therefore, tw® aspects: emotional and intellectual.

Anandavardhana

has fully realized the emotional aspect ©f alamkaras and therefore he
says ' alaiskarantarani hi nirupyamanadurghatananyapi rasasariahitacetasah
pratibhanavatah Icaverahaspurvikaya parlpat&nti.
subjective aspect ©f kavya is lest sight of,

As, however, the
the emotional aspect ©f

alamkaras als© is generally lost sight of.

Jagannatha, however, shows his awareness of the emotional
of
aspect/alamkaras twice.

In discussing Kalpitopama he says that the

poet primarily imagines separate objects and then imagines the association
of these objects.

In ' tvayi kcpo manabhati sudhaasaviva pavakah', the
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p©et primarily imagines the moon for the face and the fire for anger.
The existence of fire on moon is possible only in the poet's imagination.
The comparison of the expression of anger on face with fire on moon then
becomes possible.

Again, in his discussion on the s’Sabftabedha. in

Irapaka, he says that the pc-et perceives objects like face-moon only by
his free will, though such objects de not exist in nature.

This

perception arises because of some properties which are common ts the
face and the moon.

This bears remarkable similarity with what the

'Western critics say about images and imagination.

Skelton says :

" the primary images, the reflections of the actual world of the poet,
produce secondary images which are reflections of them.

It is as if

the images......................... reveal the laws ©f vision, creating in the
process other images, which though caused by the primary ones, exist
in themselves alone.

The primnary images one can control; ©ne can perceive

them as reflections of actuality, can define them, measure them, and
equate then with concepts.

The secondary images cannot be defined or

analysed, unless we are able to do so from the standpoint of the primary
images, rather than from that ©f actus.ility,"

Like literature, poetics and Rhetoric also have n© frontiers.
The concept ©f alsmkaras is very much alike to the concept of images of
the Western critics.

Semantically the terras image, metaphor, symbol,

allegory etc. are loosely covered by one comprehensive terra 'alamkara*.

9

-
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Like our ancients the Western neo-clacissists held that figures were
the ornaments of language.

H.J.C. (ajjrierson, however, protests against

the way the ancient Western critics spoke on figurative language. He
says: " fhe ancient writers ©n rhetoric spoke of them to® much as mere
organ©nts of style, to be added or takenamway at will and were content
I

to make long lists of them with an elaborate nomenclature, and t®
illustrate their use from poets and orators,

fhey spoke, as Professor

Saintsbury has put it, as though the figures were a sugar which you

sifted into the pudding in greater ©r less quantity as y®u thought
well.

fheir definitions were superficial and left quite unexplained

the fact ©f their being used at all. '*

Modern Western criticism,

however, considers images as an integral part of the poem.

Esne tdelleck

and Austin Warren say: " like metre, imagery is one component structure
of a poem ....... it is a part of syntactical or stylistic stratum.

It

must be studied finally not in isolation from the ©tber strata, but as
an element in the totality, the integrity ®f the literary work."
modern

The

stern criticism holds that the poet makes the reader see by

means images,

This idea is very well brought out by contrasting simple

^

W

gait ©f walking with the elaborate and artistic, rhythmic movement of
dancing by Papl '/allsry.

He holds that the rhythm, the gestures, the

whole artistic movement- all this is not intended t® decorate human movement
but t® create a prefound aesthetic experience in the audience.

This shows

that the Western criticism deals more with the emotional aspect ©f

alamkaras, unlike the ancient Sanskrit poetics which deals more with
the intellectual aspect of alamkaras.

The divisions and subdivisions

of figures like Upama or Yyatireka, or the treatment of the variety of
Samasokti where the behaviour of objects described in science are
superimposed, show that only the intellectual aspect of figures is taken
into consideration.

Like ancient Sanskrit poetics, 'Western criticism

accepts figures based on similarity, contrast, association etc., and
some of the Sanskrit alamkaras bear striking resemblance to Western
*

figures of speech.

(Appendix III).

The Western critics, however,

have thought much about the figures 9imil<.e, Metaphor, Allegory etc., and
have analysed the mental processes of the poet when images come to him.

When Jagannatha claims for originality, we expect from
him that the serious drawback of ignoring the poetic experience be
absent in his work.
traditional way.

He, however, defines kavya more or less in the
The other questions connected with kavya are also

dealt with in the same way.

To a certain extent, this drawback is

absent in his treatment of alamkaras.

Being himself a poet, Jagannatha can very well analyse the
figures like Rupaka or Kalpitopama.

He shows an inkling of truth when

he recognizes the poet's mental states underlying the expressions of

-

Rup&ka and Kalpitepama.
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ho is aware of the emotional aspect of

the figures, but prefers to treat the figures in the traditional way,
concentrates on the intellectual aspect of figures, and ignores the
subjective aspect of Pr&tibha",

The realm of imagination however, is

boundless and hundreds of alemkaras cannot exhaust its province.

Had

Jagannatha concentrated more on the emotional aspect of the figures, he
could have saved the ancient Alamkaras1astra from a very serious drawback.

